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In the frame of routine operations of tokamaks, the development of reliable numerical tools to

simulate the edge plasma properties at reasonable computational cost is crucial. Transport codes

satisfy this requirement since they rely on reduced models with ad-hoc turbulent properties con-

strained by experimental evidence. However, universal properties stemming from experiments

are not sufficiently documented in fusion plasmas to narrow the range of free parameters. There-

fore, a proper model for self-consistent calculation of transport properties in transport codes is

mandatory in the investigation of plasma scenarios. In a previous work [1] a semi-empirical

model for the turbulent kinetic energy in the edge plasma averaged over dissipative fluctua-

tions, called κ , was implemented in the transport package code SolEdge2D-EIRENE [2] [3]

and favorably validated at steady-state against experimental measurements of some L-mode

discharges in TCV. In this work we add the contribution of the rate of dissipation of turbulent

energy, called ε . On the basis of dimensional arguments, κ and ε can be related to the turbulent

scales of velocity and time and allow to estimate self-consistently the transport coefficients used

in the cross-field fluxes. Transport equations for κ and ε are derived algebraically, including the

physics of both the linear interchange instability and the electrostatic shear. Free parameters of

this κ-ε model are closed by the scaling law of the scrape-off layer width empirically deter-

mined from experimental measurements of the outer target heat load in various machines, as

proposed in [4] and [5]. This new κ-ε model is first implemented in a set of 1D transport equa-

tions for plasma. Preliminary results denote the spontaneous formation of a barrier in the radial

temperature profile for a given threshold power. The model is also implemented in SolEdge2D-

EIRENE, where its predictive capabilities are proved by simulating high-confinement diverted

plasma and validating numerical results against multimachine discharges.
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